Abstract. After X-ray irradiation of Crepis capillaris dry seeds the authors detected, in addition to usual patterns of chromosome mutations, a new phenomenon of normal rod-shaped chromosomes being "vested," or encircled, by ring chromosomes. An analysis of the phenomena has demonstrated that the ring-chromosome production is connected with an X-ray-induced formation of a rigid loop by cross-links of different chromosome segments. The repair mechanism seems to cut DNA strands into three fragments at the cross-link site. When the fragment ends brought close together assume a definite position, the middle fragment forms a ring; the rejoined terminal fragments are within this ring which thus vests the chromosome. After DNA synthesis, two sister chromatids are vested by two sister rings. The appearance of different "vesting" patterns is associated with the mitotic crossing-over between sister ring chromatids. At this moment the internal chromatids appear to be capable of slipping out in different combinations from the rings vesting them. It has been shown that the DNA strands are cut into fragments during both the production of chromosome rearrangements and mitotic crossing-over. Due to the effect of chromosome repair cutting, chromosome rearrangements may result from exchange (contact of exchanging chromosomes in a cross-link site) and fragmentation mechanisms when DNA molecules are cut without cross-links or other mechanism assuring contact between different chromosome loci.
Studying radiation mutagenesis in Crepis capillaris (10 kr/dry seeds) the authors discovered a new phenomenon the essence of which lies in the fact that ordinary rod-shaped chromosomes are vested or encircled by ring chromosomes. This very unusual phenomenon is manifested in various ways. The simplest way is when two sister chromatids are vested by two other sister ring-chromatids ( Fig. la, a' ). In addition, seven more types have been found (Fig. lb-h' ).
In Crepis capillaris dry seeds all the germ cells are naturally synchronized, being in the G, phase. " 2 This suggests that all types of the phenomenon shown in Figure 1 originally appear as irradiation-induced rearrangements of chromosomes occurring as one effective strand in G1. Therefore, the initial state appears to be that in which a single chromosome strand is vested by one chromosomal ring. Both elements originate from the same chromosome. The development of the phenomenon may be associated with the formation of a rigid loop resulting from a molecular cross-link of two chromosome-strand segments (Fig. 2a) . In the site of the cross-link, DNA strands can be cut by repair mechanisms3 and, as a consequence, three fragments arise in which four cut sites are brought together (Fig. 2b) . Under these conditions, when the middle fragment is closed, forming a ring, a chromosome composed of two terminal fragments may occur within the ring and thus be vested (Fig. 2c) . After the DNA synthesis, a pair of sister rings in metaphase appears, and it vests a pair of sister chromatids involving two terminal fragments of the same initial chromosome (Fig. 2d ). All these fragments are very likely to rejoin in their one-stranded terminal segments via hybridization. After the repair synthesis, the fragments are joined by ligases. The following is the pattern of the first complicated figure. Two chromatids are twice vested by one chromatid ring which in this case is in the shape of a figure 8 (Fig. lb, 1/) . The change seems to be induced by mitotic crossing-over between sister ring chromatids. The phenomenon of the mitotic crossing-over in ring chromosomes was originally discovered by McClintock in 19384 and then examined in a number of investigations.5-9 However, it fails to account for other types ( Fig. lc-h' ) of the vesting phenomenon. They might be explained by the assumption that during mitotic crossing-over internal chromatids in various combinations are capable of slipping out from the rings that vest them. Figure ic, c' illustrates two chromatids being vested once by a single chromatid ring. Such a figure may appear if during the crossing-over both chromatids slip out from one ring, remaining inserted into the other. Chromatids are likely to slip out from the rings only in the presence of real breaches at the site of the crossing-over exchange; these breaches occur when DNA molecules in conjugated loci are cut.
The idea of the cutting of a DNA molecule during crossing-over and the slipping out of internal chromatids from rings through breaches allows us to predict ten different types of the "vesting" phenomenon (Fig. 3) . In some cases chromatids slip out from the rings to the point where they are completely liberated from chromatids, becoming indiscernible in appearance from ordinary free rings (Fig. 3a, b) . We observed six of the ten expected types of the phenomenon. (Fig. 3e ). This is a result of the crossing-over during which one chromatid slips out through both breaches. Figure le and e' illustrates one chromatid vested by two rings. It slips out through both breaches after which chromatid rings acquire the original configuration (Fig. 3f) . In Figure if and f' one can see chromatids vested separately by two rings-a result of one chromatid slipping out through both breaches and rings being closed in the original   FIG. 3. -Possible types of the "vesting" phenomenon predicted on the basis of cutting a DNA molecule by repair mechanisms during crossing-over exchange between sister chromatids. All of them originate from the initial type ( Fig. 1 aa') (Fig. 3j) . Figure ig , g' shows one chromatid vested by one ring.
In this case, two chromatids slip out through one breach and one chromatid through the other as well. One chromatid appears to be vested by the common cross-over chromatid ring (Fig. 3k) . At last, Figure lh , h' represents one chromatid vested by one ring and the other homologous ring lying freely. Such a pattern results from the same process indicated in Figure 3k but in this case rings are reestablished in their original configuration (Fig. 31) .
Discussion. An analysis of our findings allows us to discuss the mechanisms leading to the occurrence of chromosome structural mutations. The vesting phenomenon is indicative of the actual existence of some contact mechanisms underlying chromosome rearrangements. On the other hand, DNA strands may be cut by endonucleases without contact-exchange processes. In this case, occurrence of terminal deletions and exchange rearrangements can be assured on a purely fragmentation basis. This heterogeneity of the mechanisms underlying chromosome rearrangements appears to cause contradictory results in dose-response and fractionation experiments. Revell,'0 Scott and Evans"1 have reported that single breaks in Viciafaba cells occur depending on the nearly square dosage with the 1,7 power. Davies"2 has demonstrated a significant twohit component in Tradescantia filamentous hair cells for terminal deletions, and a linear relationship between the frequency of isochromatid breaks and dosage.
Fox'3 has found a two-hit component for the frequency of chromatid deletions in Schistocerca gregaria. Conger,'4 however, has obtained a linear dose-response for the same mutations in Tradescantia. Evans,'5 and Brewen and Brock'6 have provided data interpreting them in favor of the "exchange" hypothesis. They think that terminal deletions result from incomplete exchanges. This is also confirmed b)y the data obtained by Newcombe. '7 It is necessary to revise these problems thoroughly in an attempt to differentiate contributions of the two different mechanisms leading to the rearrangement formation. Of importance for an understanding of chromosome rearrangements is the fact that mutagenes fail to produce chromosome strand breaks. This has been also emphasized by Evans'8 in his misrepair hypothesis as a cause of the rearrangements. In terms of the repair hypothesis,3 a number of processes take place beginning with the primary damage and ending with the subsequent excision of the damage itself, i.e., from the moment of the mutagen effect up to the appearance of chromosome rearrangements. This is the cause of peculiar phenomena occurring at a fractionated dose, extended mutagenesis, and in other cases.
The data obtained also shed light on the crossing-over problem. The idea that endonucleases play a certain role in cutting DNA strands during the appearance of chromosome rearrangements holds true for the explanation of the nature of mitotic crossing-over. This largely shows the unity of the two phenomena in their nature. The DNA synthesis being accomplished and ring chromosomes doubled, the conditions necessary for crossing-over between sister chromatids are provided. An analysis of main types of changes in the initial pattern of vesting demonstrates that the crossing-over between sister rings is accompanied by the slipping of internal chromatids in different combina-tions beyond the limits of one or both rings. Thus, the rings during crossingover are really cut into fragments at the exchange site, acquiring the capacity of slipping out from the ring through breaches. In this case, endonucleases may recognize sites of excitation in the secondary structure of DNA molecules induced by conjugation of homologous loci. These findings are the first evidence that during crossing-over DNA molecules are actually cut into fragments which appear to provide the exchange by hybridization of single-stranded segments in the cutting sites under the conditions of replicative synthesis. The data also indicate that due to their polarity fragments may be combined both in a new order (crossing-over) and in the original sequence with the primary structure restored. The current concepts on the molecular mechanism of crossing-over suggest that the process develops either through cutting DNA molecules into fragments'9 or within two DNA molecules remaining in close contact throughout the exchange. 20' 21 In our case the crossing-over had an apparent fragmentation character. These data support principles of crossing-over contained in the hypothesis advanced by Howard-Flanders and Boyce. '9 Thus, the discovery and analysis of the origin of the vesting phenomenon allow a better insight into mechanisms of chromosome rearrangements and crossing-over. Common molecular mechanisms underlie these fundamental genetic processes. The same mechanisms of interaction between primary DNA damages and enzymic repair systems are undoubtedly of great significance in the induction of gene mutations.
